LITTLETON: a Quintessential New England Village

Nestled in the shadow of New Hampshire’s majestic White Mountains, vibrant Littleton offers something for everyone—a wealth of excellent dining options, art galleries, unique shops and historic buildings...all in a picturesque riverside setting.

An abundance of outdoor activities can be found nearby—from the multi-use trail system to scenic hikes and easy walks. Endless recreation options are just a short drive away as Littleton is conveniently positioned for access to all White Mountain activities and attractions.

Explore Littleton with the popular Walking Tour (available at the Chamber office or the visitor booth), a fascinating narrative of 24 locations describing the architecture of Main Street buildings and providing a glimpse back in time of local history and lore.

Main Street has much to offer for the shopping enthusiast—from locally-made crafts and jewelry to antiques, books, clothing and hiking gear.

Stop by for a few hours, or spend the day. You will find a friendly, relaxed atmosphere and a gratifying interlude to your vacation plans.

- Award-winning Walking Tour (complimentary)
- Home of Pollyanna, “New Hampshire’s Most Welcoming Attraction!”
- Beautiful Riverwalk including a covered footbridge that crosses the Ammonoosuc River.
- Nationally-acclaimed Main Street dappled with shops, including Chutter’s, winner of the Guinness Book of Records “World’s Longest Candy Counter”.
- Two-screen movie theater on Main Street, now offering films in 3-D.
- Home of nationally recognized Littleton Coin Company.
- A variety of lodging options from historic inns to modern hotels.
- Coffee shops, bakeries, and restaurants galore—from take-out to dine-in, Littleton has it all!

Visit littletonareachamber.com for more info